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Key Stage 2 SATs 

 
• First all through on new curriculum 

• KS1 (Year 2) and KS2 SATs (Year 6) will reflect the new curriculum 
for the fifth time this year. 



Assessment and Reporting 

•  ‘Old’ national curriculum levels have been abolished, as set out in 
the government guidelines, and replaced with ‘scaled scores’. 

 
• The new curriculum is much more rigorous and sets high 

expectations which all schools have had to work hard to meet. 

• Children will be judged as: 
 
- Working towards expected standard 
- Achieving expected standard 
- Achieving greater depth 



Scaled Scores 
• What is meant by ‘scaled scores’? 

• 100 represents the ‘national standard’. 
 
• Each pupil’s raw test score will therefore be converted into a score 

on the scale, either at, above or below 100. 
 
• A child who achieves the ‘national standard’ (a score of 100) will be 

judged to have demonstrated sufficient knowledge in the areas 
assessed by the tests. 

•  In July, parents will receive: 
o  A scaled score in each tested subject. 
o  Confirmation of whether or not they attained the national  

standard / greater depth 



These	will	look	like	this:	
	
	
	
	
	
	

Pupils’	test	scores	will	be	mapped	onto	the	scale	
(conversion	tables	published	in	July)	

80	
(minimum)	

100	
(Expected	
Standard)	

120	
(maximum)	

Scaled Score Examples 



Results 2019 
%	achieving	
expected	standard	

St	Cuthbert	
Mayne	

Herts	2018	 National	2018	

Reading	 89%	 79%	 75%	

Writing	 84%	 79%	 78%	

Maths	 95%	 77%	 76%	

GPS	 97%	 80%	 78%	

Achieving	Reading,	
Writing	and	Maths	
combined	

74%	 66%	 64%	



Greater Depth 2019 
%	achieving	a	
higher	standard	

St	Cuthbert	
Mayne	

Herts	 National	

Reading	 44%	 34%	 28%	

Writing	 26%	 24%	 20%	

Maths	 46%	 27%	 23%	

GPS	 52%	 37%	 34%	

RWM	
combined	

21%	 13%	 10%	



The Tests 
• Key Stage 2 SATs take place in the week of 11th May 2020. 
 

Monday 
-   Punctuation, Vocabulary and Grammar (45 minutes) 
- Spelling (approx. 15 minutes) 
Tuesday 
- Reading (60 minutes) 
Wednesday 
- Maths – Paper 1: Arithmetic (30 minutes) 
- Maths – Paper 2: Reasoning (40 minutes) 
Thursday 
- Maths – Paper 3: Reasoning (40 minutes) 
 
• All the above tests are externally marked. 

• Writing will be ‘Teacher Assessed’ internally, as in recent years. 
These do not have to be submitted until near the end of June. 



Reading 
• The Reading Test consists of a reading answer booklet and 

separate reading booklet. It is a single test paper with three 
unrelated reading texts.  

• Children are given 60 minutes in total, to read the 3 texts in the 
reading booklet and complete the questions at their own pace.  

• Children can approach the test as they choose, e.g. working 
through one text and answering the questions before moving on to 
the next.  

• A total of 50 marks are available. 

• Questions are designed to assess the comprehension and 
understanding of a child’s reading. Understanding of vocabulary 
often features prominently.  



Reading- 1 mark questions 
• Some questions are multiple choice or selected response, others 

require short answers and some require an extended response or 
explanation.   



Reading- 1 mark questions 



Reading- 1 mark questions 
  



Reading- 2 mark questions 



Reading- 3 mark questions 



Reading- 3 mark questions 

Point	
Evidence	
Explain	



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 
Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling is made up of two papers which 
will take place on Monday 11th May 2020: 
 
• Paper 1 is the longer paper lasting 45 minutes, children will be 
tested on grammar, punctuation and spelling generally; 

• Paper 2 is a shorter paper lasting 15 minutes, where children will be 
tested on spelling only – they are asked to fill in a blank within a 
sentence, attempting to spell out the spelling word in context correctly.  
 
• Marks for these two tests are added together to give a total for 
Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar. 



Spelling 

•  A Spelling test is administered containing 20 words, lasting 
approximately 15 minutes. 

 
•  KS2 word lists – spelling patterns 

•  For example: 
v Double consonants 
v Homophones 
v Prefix words 
v Suffixes: ible/able, ent/ant 
v Silent letters 



 



 



Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 

v This test lasts for 45 minutes and includes short answer questions, 
including some multiple choice. 

 
v Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling (Paper 1) requires a range of 

answer types such as circling missing capital letters, multiple choice 
questions, one-word answers, but does not require longer formal 
answers.  



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 

Sample Questions 

10. Add punctuation to the sentence below so 
that it is correct. 
 
The teacher asked his pupils Is Marcus ill today 



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 

Sample Questions 

10. Add punctuation to the sentence below so 
that it is correct. 
 
The teacher asked his pupils, “Is Marcus ill 
today?” 



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 

Sample Questions 



Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 

Sample Questions 
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Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 

Sample Questions 
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Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 
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Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling Paper 1 

Sample Questions 



Mathematics 

• The Mathematics tests have undergone the biggest change since 
2014. 

• Children now sit three tests: Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3. 

• Paper 1 is for ‘Arithmetic’ lasting for 30 minutes, covering 
calculation methods for all operations, including use of fractions, 
percentages and decimals. 

• Questions gradually increase in difficulty. Not all children will be 
expected to access some of the more difficult questions later in the 
paper. 



•  The Mathematics tests have undergone the biggest change this year. 

•  Children will sit three tests: Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3. 

•  Paper 1 is for ‘Arithmetic’ lasting for 30 minutes, covering calculation methods for all 
operations, including use of fractions, percentages and decimals. 

•  Questions gradually increase in difficulty. Not all children will be expected to access 
some of the more difficult questions later in the paper. 

•  Papers 2 and 3 cover ‘Problem Solving and Reasoning’, each lasting for 40 minutes. 

•  Pupils will still require calculation skills but will need to answer questions in context 
and decide what is required to find a solution. 
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Maths Paper 1: Arithmetic 
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•  The Mathematics tests have undergone the biggest change this year. 

•  Children will sit three tests: Paper 1, Paper 2 and Paper 3. 

•  Paper 1 is for ‘Arithmetic’ lasting for 30 minutes, covering calculation methods for all 
operations, including use of fractions, percentages and decimals. 
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Maths Paper 1: Arithmetic 

	4			7			2				-				1			0			=			4			6			2	
	4			6			2			+				1			=			4			6			3	
	
OR	
		
	4			7			2				-			2				=			4			7			0	
	4			7			0				-			7				=			4			6			3	
				

9	
2	

7	
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•  The Mathematics tests have undergone the biggest change this year. 
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1	 1	

2
				
5

÷	 2
				
1

2
				
5

x	 1
				
2

2			x			1				
5			x			2	

=	 =	 2									1		
10							5				

=	



Sample Questions 

Maths Paper 1: Arithmetic 



Mathematics 

• Papers 2 and 3 cover ‘Problem Solving and Reasoning’, each 
lasting for 40 minutes. 

• Pupils will still require calculation skills but will need to answer 
questions in context and decide what is required to find a solution. 

• The majority of questions on each of the test papers are drawn from 
earlier year groups in KS2 (Y3-5).  



Sample Questions 

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning 



Sample Questions 

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning 

4.5	

2.25	 2.5	



Sample Questions 

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning 



Sample Questions 

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning 

1	x	£8.50	=	£8.50	
3	x	£6.75	=	£18	+	£2.25	=	£20.25	
£8.50	+	£20.25	=	£28.75	
£28.75	÷	5	=		
£25	÷		5	=	£5 	 		
£3.75	÷	5	=	£0.75 	 											5.75		
£5	+	£0.75	=	£5.75	



Sample Questions 

Maths Paper 2 / Paper 3 : Reasoning 



Teacher Assessment Frameworks 
Writing	



Teacher Assessment Frameworks 

	Science		



•  First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is 
nothing to worry about and they should always just try their best. 
Praise and encourage! 

•  Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at school. 

• Reading, spelling and arithmetic (e.g. times tables) are always good to 
practise. 

•  Support your child with any homework tasks. 
 
•  Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what 

book(s) they are reading (the character, the plot, their opinion). 

How to Help Your Child 



•  First and foremost, support and reassure your child that there is nothing to worry 
about and they should always just try their best. Praise and encourage! 

•  Ensure your child has the best possible attendance at school 

•  Support your child with any homework tasks. 

•  Reading, spelling and arithmetic (e.g. times tables) are always good to practise. 

•  Talk to your child about what they have learnt at school and what book(s) they are 
reading (the character, the plot, their opinion). 

•  Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast every morning! 

How can you support your child at home? 

•  Make sure your child has a good sleep and healthy breakfast every 
morning! 

•  Help your child to achieve the very best results so that he/she is 
ready for secondary school and the demands of the KS 3 
curriculum. 

•  Use revision books and websites together, to support retention of 
knowledge and skills. 

•  Undertake additional practice in areas that your child finds difficult. 

•  Provide a supportive atmosphere, conducive to homework and 
learning.  



How to Help Your Child with Reading 
• Listen to your child read- however confident and 
whichever book band they are on! 

• Develop an enjoyment and love of reading and stories 
together:  

• Share reading stories 
• Read alternate pages/characters 
• Listen to audio books 
• Read to your child 
• Let your child see you reading for enjoyment 
• Read a book together and then watch the film 
version.  



How to Help Your Child with Reading 

• Read a little at a time.  

• Build up a reading stamina. How many words can you read in 1 
minute?  

 
• Discuss vocabulary- what does it mean? What other words mean 

the same?   
 
• Ask questions- encourage your child to show you the evidence 

from the text. Highlighting might help. Question reading stems 
on website.  

 
• Bug Club 
• Homework- comprehension 
• CGP books 



How to Help Your Child with Writing 

• Practise and learn weekly spelling patterns 

• Encourage opportunities for writing 

• Write together 

• Get involved with their homework 
 



How to Help Your Child with SPAG 
•  When reading, identify word classes, phrases, clauses or punctuation. 

 For example: 
 
In this paragraph how many nouns can you find? What different types of nouns 
are there? Common nouns, proper nouns, abstract nouns or collective nouns. 
 
•  Examples of SPAG work (CGP/internet/bookshops) 
 
•  Glossary of Grammar on school website in the curriculum information. 

•  Useful websites  include 

•  www.theschoolrun.com 
•  www.bbcbitesize.com  



How to Help Your Child with Maths 

•  ‘Mental fluency’ – how does your child calculate? 
 
•  MyMaths 

•  CGP books 

•  Telling the time/calculating time differences using 
analogue clock/watch 

•  Using money and calculating change  
 
  

 

• . 
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